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Disclaimer & Acknowledgments
? Even though Sang Shin is a full-time employee of Sun 

Microsystems, the contents here is created as his own personal 
endeavor and thus does not reflect any official stance of Sun 
Microsystems.

? Sun Microsystems is not responsible for any inaccuracies in the 
contents.

? Acknowledgments: 
– Most slides and speaker notes are created from JSF tutorial that comes with 

JSF beta
– Source code examples are from sample codes that are shipped with JSF 

beta
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Revision History
? 12/30/2003: version 1: created by Sang Shin
? 04/29/2004: version 2: changed to reflect V1.0 
? Things to do

– slides need to be polished
– some slides still need speaker notes
– add slides on rendering
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Advanced Topics 

? Working with backing bean (model 
objects) 

? Handling events
? Performing validation
? Performing data conversion
? Navigating between pages
? Rendering
? Performing localization

In this session, we will cover the topics mentioned on this slide in a bit 
more in-depth manner.
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Sub-Topics 

? Writing backing bean methods
? Referencing backing bean methods
? Binding component values and instances 

with external data sources
? Configuring backing beans

These are list of sub-topics of backing beans section.
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Working with Backing 
Beans:

Writing Bean Methods
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Types of Bean Methods

? Getter and setter methods of properties
– Follows JavaBean convention 

? JSF related methods  
– Validation methods
– Action event handler methods
– Value change event handler methods 
– Navigation handling methods (Action methods)

Given that a backing bean is a genuine JavaBean, it contains getter and 
setter methods of the properties it contains.  

A backing bean can also contain JSF related methods.  These methods 
could be validation methods, action event handler method, value change 
event handler methods, or navigation handling methods called action 
methods. By using a backing bean to perform these functions, you don't 
need to implement a Validator to handle the validation or a Listener to 
handle events. These methods will be discussed again in detail later when 
we talk about validation, event and listener model, navigation but let's 
quickly go over them in the following few slides.
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Validation Methods

? A validation method must accept a 
FacesContext and a UIInput component 
as parameters

– just like the validate method of the Validator 
interface does

? Only values of UIInput components or 
values of components that extend UIInput 
can be validated

? A component refers to this method with its 
validate attribute

A backing bean method that performs validation must accept a 
FacesContext and a UIInput component as parameters, just like the 
validate() method of the Validator interface does. Only values of UIInput 
components or values of components that extend UIInput can be 
validated. A component refers to this method with its validate attribute.
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Example: ValidateEmail() Method
CheckoutFormBean in the Coffee Break

public void validateEmail(FacesContext context, UIInput toValidate) {
  String message = "";
  String email = (String) toValidate.getValue();
  if (email.indexOf('@') == -1) {
    toValidate.setValid(false);
    message = CoffeeBreakBean.loadErrorMessage(context,
      CoffeeBreakBean.CB_RESOURCE_BUNDLE_NAME, 
        "EMailError");
    context.addMessage(toValidate.getClientId(context),
      new FacesMessage(message, ""));
  } else {
      toValidate.setValid(true);
  }
} 

This is an example validation method inside a backing bean.  This method 
checks if the input to the component, email address in this case, 
referencing this method contains the character, "@".  If not, it is a 
validation error.  In this example, a localized error message is loaded from 
Resource bundle and then is queued to the FacesContext object for later 
retrieval.
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Action Event Handler Method

? Handles an ActionEvent
? Accepts an ActionEvent and returns void
? Referenced with the component's 

actionListener attribute
? Only UI components that implement 

ActionSource interface can refer to this 
method

– UICommand
– UIButton

A backing bean method that handles an ActionEvent must be a public 
method that accepts an ActionEvent and returns void. 
This method is referenced with the component's actionListener attribute. 
Only components that implement ActionSource can refer to this method.  
Examples of these components are UICommand and UIButton 
components.
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Example: chooseLocaleFromLink() 
Method of CarStore bean (cardemo)

public void chooseLocaleFromLink(ActionEvent event) {
  String current = event.getComponent().getId();
  FacesContext context = FacesContext.getCurrentInstance();
  context.getViewRoot().
    setLocale((Locale) locales.get(current));
  resetMaps();
} 

The above is a backing bean method from the CarStore bean in the 
cardemo application that processes an ActionEvent.
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Action Handler (Navigation 
Handler) Method
? Takes no parameters and returns an 

outcome String
? Is referenced with the component's action

attribute

A backing bean method that handles navigation processing must be a public 
method that takes no parameters and returns a String, which represents a 
logical outcome which the navigation system uses to determine what page to 
display next. This method is referenced with the component's action attribute.
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Example: buyCurrentCar() Method of 
CarStore bean (cardemo)

public String buyCurrentCar() {
  getCurrentModel().getCurrentPrice();
  return "confirmChoices";
} 

The  backing bean method from the CarStore bean performs processing in 
response to the Buy button being clicked.  In this example, when a user 
presses “buy” button, it invokes buyCurrentCar() method of above, in 
which an outcome “confirmChoices” is returned.  This outcome is then 
used by the navigation system in determining which page to display next.
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Working with Backing 
Beans:

Referencing Backing 
Bean Methods 
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How to reference Backing bean 
methods in Custom Tags?
? As values of the following attributes

– action
– actionListener
– validator
– valueChangeListener

? Value of attributes are in the form of JSF EL 
expression

? Only UIInput components or components that 
extend UIInput can use the validator or 
valueChangeListener attributes

A component tag has a set of attributes for referencing backing-bean 
methods that can perform certain functions for the component associated 
with the tag.

The component tag refers to a backing bean method using a JSF EL 
expression as the value of one of these attributes. 

Only components that implement ActionSource can use the action and 
actionListener attributes. Only UIInput components or components that 
extend UIInput can use the validator or valueChangeListener attributes.
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Example: 

<h:inputText ... 
  validator="#{CarBean.validateInput}"
  valueChangeListener="#{CarBean.processValueChange}" /> 

Here is an example tag that uses two JSF EL expressions:

<h:input text ... 
  validator="#{CarBean.validateInput}"
  valueChangeListener="#{CarBean.processValueChange}" /> 

The validator attribute refers to the validateInput method of CarBean. This 
method will validate this component's data.

The valueChangeListener attribute refers to the processValueChange 
method of CarBean. This method will process the event fired by the 
component corresponding to this tag.
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Working with Backing 
Beans:

Binding Component 
Values and Instances to 
External Data Sources
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Types of Binding

? Binding a Component Value to a Property
? Binding a Component Value to an Implicit 

Object
? Binding a Component Instance to a Bean 

Property

There are three different ways component can be bound to external data 
sources as mentioned above.
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Binding a Component Value to 
a Property
? To bind a component's value to a bean 

property
– You must first specify the name of the bean or 

property as the value of the value attribute using 
a JSF EL expression #{X.Y}

? X is value of  <managed-bean-name>
? Y is value of <property-name>

– Bean and its properties are declared in App. 
Conf. File

To bind a component's value to a bean property, you must first specify the 
name of the bean or property as the value of the value attribute using JSF 
EL expression. 

As explained in Configuring Beans, the component tag's value expression 
must match the corresponding message-bean-name element up to the first 
"." in the expression. Likewise, the part of the value expression after the 
"." must match the name specified in the corresponding property-name 
element in the application configuration file. For example, consider this 
bean configuration:
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Example: 

? Calling page
<h:outputText value="#{CarBean.carName}" /> 

? Bean declaration in App. Conf. File
<managed-bean>
  <managed-bean-name>CarBean</managed-bean-name>
  <managed-property>
    <property-name>carName</property-name>
    <value>Jalopy</value>
  </managed-property>
  ...
</managed-bean> 

This example configures a bean called CarBean, which has a property 
called carName of type String.  Please note the JSF EL expression in 
which the value of <managed-bean-name> and <property-name> are used.
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Binding a Component Value to an 
Implicit Object
? Implicit objects

– applicationScope
– cookie  
– facesContext 
– header 
– headerValues 
– initParam 
– param 
– paramValues 
– requestScope 
– sessionScope 
– tree

This slide lists the implicit objects that a value attribute can refer to.
-applicationScope: A Map of the application scope attribute values, keyed by 
attribute name.
-cookie: A Map of the cookie values for the current request, keyed by cookie name.
-facesContext: The FacesContext instance for the current request.
-header: A Map of HTTP header values for the current request, keyed by header 
name.
-headerValues: A Map of String arrays containing all of the header values for HTTP 
headers in the current request, keyed by header name.
-initParam: A Map of the context initialization parameters for this web application.
-param: A Map of the request parameters for this request, keyed by parameter name.
-paramValues: A Map of String arrays containing all of the parameter values for 
request parameters in the current request, keyed by parameter name.
-requestScope: A Map of the request attributes for this request, keyed by attribute 
name.
-sessionScope: A Map of the session attributes for this request, keyed by attribute 
name.
-tree: The root UIComponent in the current component tree stored in the 
FacesRequest for this request. 
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Example: Binding to Implicit Object

? Calling page
<h:outputText id=version value="#{initParam.versionNo}" 

? web.xml file
<context-param>
  <param-name>versionNo</param-name>
  <param-value>1.05</param-name>
</context-param> 

This is an example of binding a component to an implicit object. Here 
versionNo context parameter is set to 1.05.  And this context parameter is 
available to a page author through JSF EL notation, 
#{initParam.versionNo}.
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Binding a UI Component Instance to 
a Bean Property

? A component instance can be bound to a bean 
property using a JSF EL expression with the 
binding attribute of the component's tag

? Example: bind the carOne component to the 
carName property of CarBean
<h:inputText id="carOne" binding="#{CarBean.carName}"/>

? Reason for binding a component instance
– other methods of the bean can access the component 

instance more readily 
– rather than having to acquire an Application instance 

and use it to get a ValueBinding for the component

A component instance can be bound to a bean property using a JSF EL 
expression with the binding attribute of the component's tag. Here is an 
example:

<h:inputText id="carOne" binding="#{CarBean.carName}"/> 

This tag binds the carOne component to the carName property of 
CarBean. This bean property must return and accept a UIInput 
component.

By binding a component to a bean property, other methods of the bean can 
access the component instance more readily rather than having to acquire 
an Application instance and use it to get a ValueBinding for the 
component. 
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Example: carDetail.jsp (cardemo) 

? Calling page
<h:selectBooleanCheckbox  title="#{bundle.towPkgLabel}" |
  alt="#{bundle.towPkgLabel}" 
  binding="#{carstore.currentModel.components.towPackage}" >
</h:selectBooleanCheckbox>  

Here is a tag from the carDetail page of the cardemo application that uses 
a value reference expression with its binding attribute to bind a bean 
property to a component instance:

<h:selectboolean_checkbox  title="#{bundle.towPkgLabel}" |
  alt="#{bundle.towPkgLabel}" 
  binding="#{carstore.currentModel.components.towPackage}" >
</h:selectboolean_checkbox> 

The CarStore bean is the backing bean. The currentModel is the CarBean 
instance, which represents the chosen car model. And towPackage 
corresponds to the component instance, which in this case is stored in a 
Map. 
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Example: getCurrentModel() Method of 
CarStore bean (cardemo)

public class CarStore extends Object {
   ...
   public CarBean getCurrentModel() {
       CarBean result = (CarBean) carModels.get(getCurrentModelName());
       return result;
   }
   ...

This code shows getCurrentModel() method of CarStore backing bean.  
Please note that this is the getter method which returns CarBean instance.
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Example: getComponents() method of 
CarBean (cardemo)

public class CarBean extends Object {

   ...
    private void initComponentsFromProperties(FacesContext context,
                                                                      ResourceBundle data) {
    }

    public Map getComponents() {
       return components;
    }
  ...
}

The CarBean instance in turn contains getComponents() method which 
returns a map of UI component instances.
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Working with Backing 
Beans:

Configuring Beans
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Performing Validation
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Sub-Topics 

? Validator interface and classes
? Displaying validation error messages
? Requiring a value
? Using standard validators
? Creating a custom validator

These are sub-topics of validation.
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When to Use Validators?

? Validation can only be performed on 
UIInput components or components whose 
classes extend UIInput

– UI components that accept values from an end 
user 

Validation can only be performed on UIInput components or components 
whose classes extend UIInput since these components accept values that 
can be validated.
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Performing Validation:
Validator Interface &

Classes
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Performing Validation:
Displaying Validation 

Error Messages
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How to Display Validation Error 
Messages? 

? A page author can output error messages 
resulting from both standard and custom 
validation failures using <h:messages> tag

– <h:messages> tag causes validation error 
messages to be displayed wherever the tag is 
located on the page

– “for” attribute of the tag must match the “id” of the 
component whose data needs to be validated

– “style” attribute specifies a style for the entire 
message

A page author can output error messages resulting from both standard and 
custom validation failures using the messages tag.

The messages tag causes validation error messages to be displayed 
wherever the tag is located on the page. The for attribute of the tag must 
match the id of the component whose data needs to be validated. This 
means that you must provide an ID for the component by specifying a 
value for the component tag's id attribute. If the for attribute is not 
specified, the errors resulting from all failed validations on the page will 
display wherever the tag is located on the page.

style attribute specifies a style for the entire message
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Example: greeting.jsp 
(guessNumber)

<h:inputText id="userNo" value="#{UserNumberBean.userNumber}"
                      validator="#{UserNumberBean.validate}"/>  
<h:commandButton id="submit" action="success" value="Submit" />
<p>
<h:messages style="color: red; font-family: 'New Century Schoolbook', 

serif; font-style: oblique; text-decoration: overline" id="errors1" 
for="userNo"/>

The above is an example of a messages tag from the greeting page of the 
guessNumber application.  Please note that the messages that are displayed are 
for the UI component that is identified by userNo id attribute.
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Example: greeting.jsp 
(guessNumber)

This slide shows an example in which an error message is displayed.
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Performing Validation:
Requiring a Value
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How to set “Value required” 
Validation?

? Set “required” attribute to “true”
– Used when your component must have a non-null 

value or a String value at least one character in 
length

– JSF implementation checks if the value is null or 
empty

– If set to true, this validation is done before any 
other validations

The zip inputText tag on the customerInfo page has a required attribute, which 
is set to true. Because of this, the JavaServer Faces implementation checks if 
the value of the component is null or is an empty String.

If your component must have a non-null value or a String value at least one 
character in length, you should add a required attribute to your component tag 
and set it to true. 

If a component sets required to true, the existence of a value is checked first. If 
the value is null or a zero-length String, none of the other validators registered 
on the component are checked. If your component does not set required to true, 
any other validators on the component will be called, but they will have to 
handle the case of a null or zero-length String themselves.
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Example: customerInfo.jsp 
(cardemo)

<h:inputText id="zip" 
  value="#{CustomerBean.zip}" size="10" required="true">
  <cs:format_validator 
    formatPatterns="99999|99999-9999|### ###"/> 
</h:inputText>
<h:messages  for="zip" /> 

The zip component tag contains a custom validator tag. Because of the 
messages tag, an error will display on the page if the value is null or an empty 
String.
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Example: customerInfo.jsp (cardemo)

This shows a case where an error message gets displayed when “required” 
validation check results in a failure.
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Performing Validation:
Using Standard 

Validators
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What are Standard Validators?

? Provided by JSF implementation
– DoubleRangeVaidator via 

<f:validate_doublerange>
– LengthValidator via <f:validate_length>

When using the standard Validator implementations, you don't need to write 
any code to perform validation.
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How to use Standard Validators?

? By nesting the standard validator tag of 
your choice inside a tag that represents a 
component of type UIInput (or a subclass of 
UIInput) and provide the necessary 
constraints

You simply nest the standard validator tag of your choice inside a tag that 
represents a component of type UIInput (or a subclass of UIInput) and provide 
the necessary constraints, if the tag requires it. Validation can only be 
performed on UIInput components or components whose classes extend 
UIInput since these components accept values that can be validated.
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Example: <f:validateDoubleRange> 

<h:inputText id="bidPrice"   maxlength="7" 
  value="#{CustomerBean.bidPrice}" >
   <f:validateDoubleRange minimum="5000.00"/>
</h:inputText>
<h:messages for="bidPrice"/> 

None of the examples included with JavaServer Faces use the 
DoubleRangeValidator, but you could easily add a component to the cardemo 
and register a DoubleRangeValidator on it. For example, you could create a 
bidPrice component that accepts a bid for a car. You could also register a 
DoubleRangeValidator on this component. This validator checks if the user 
enters a number that can be converted to a double and is at least 5,000.00. Here 
is the example bidPrice inputText tag:

<h:inputText id="bidPrice"   maxlength="7" 
  value="#{CustomerBean.bidPrice}" >
  <f:validate_doublerange minimum="5000.00"/>
</h:inputText>
<h:messages for="bidPrice"/> 

The validate_doublerange tag also has a maximum attribute, with which you 
can set a maximum value. The bidPrice tag also uses the maxlength attribute to 
restrict the input to seven characters. 
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Example: <f:validateLength> 

<h:inputText id="symbol"
  required="true"
  size="6"
  value="#{customer.symbol}">
    <f:validateLength maximum="6" minimum="2"/>
</h:inputText> 

The symbol component tag on the repeater page (part of the components demo) 
has a LengthValidator registered on it:

<h:inputText id="symbol"
  required="true"
  size="6"
  value="#{customer.symbol}">
  <f:validate_length maximum="6" minimum="2"/>
</h:inputText> 

The symbol field takes a stock symbol as input. The LengthValidator ensures 
that the symbol has a minimum of two characters and a maximum of six 
characters. 
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Performing Validation:
Writing a Validation 
Method in a Backing 

Bean
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Two Different Ways of Performing 
Custom Validations

1.Implement Validator interface
2.Implement validate() method in a backing 

bean

There are two different ways to perform custom validations.  First option is to 
implement Validator interface. The second method is to implement validate() 
method in a backing bean.  Usually the latter is considered simpler.
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Implement a Validation Method in 
a Backing Bean
? Backing bean can contain validation 

method that performs validation on the 
data of a component to which it is bound

? The validation method is then referred to 
via JSF EL

So let's talk about how to implement a validation method in a backing 
bean.  By the way, we already have seen an example of this.

The backing bean can contain validation method that performs validation 
on the data of a component which it is bound.  The validation method is 
then referred in JSP page via JSF EL notation.
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Example: validateEmail() method 
(CoffeeBreak)

public void validateEmail(FacesContext context, 
    UIInput toValidate) {
  String message = "";
  String email = (String) toValidate.getValue();
  if (email.indexOf('@') == -1) {
    toValidate.setValid(false);
    message = CoffeeBreakBean.loadErrorMessage(context,
      CoffeeBreakBean.CB_RESOURCE_BUNDLE_NAME, 
        "EMailError");
    context.addMessage(toValidate.getClientId(context),
      new FacesMessage(message, ""));
  } else {
      toValidate.setValid(true);
  }
} 

The  method in the slide is the validateEmail() method from the 
CheckoutFormBean of the Coffee Break application. It checks that the 
input entered into a UIInput component contains the character "@".

A method that handles validation must accept a FacesContext and a 
UIInput as parameters. The UIInput instance is the component whose 
value requires validation. The validateEmail method from the Coffee 
Break application first gets the local value of the component. It then 
checks if the @ character is contained in the value. If it isn't, the method 
sets the component's valid property to false. The method then loads the 
error message and queues it onto the FacesContext, associating the 
message with the component ID.
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Example: Referencing validateEmail() 
method from Component Tag 
(CoffeeBreak) 

<h:inputText id="email" value="#{checkoutFormBean.email}"
  size="25" maxlength="125"
  validator="#{checkoutFormBean.validateEmail}"/> 

If your validation code is implemented by a backing bean method, to use 
the method to validate a component's data, you need to refer to the method 
from the component's tag using the validate attribute. Here is the 
component tag corresponding to the email component from the 
checkoutForm page of the Coffee Break application:

<h:inputText id="email" value="#{checkoutFormBean.email}"
  size="25" maxlength="125"
  validator="#{checkoutFormBean.validateEmail}"/> 

This tag references the validateEmail method using a JSF EL expression. 
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Performing Validation:
Creating Custom

Validators
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Example: Custom validator used for zip 
code in customerInfo.jsp (cardemo)

<cs:format_validator 
  formatPatterns="99999|99999-9999|### ###" />

? A 5-digit number
? A 9-digit number, with a hyphen between the 

5th and 6th digits
? A 6-character string, consisting of numbers or 

letters, with a space between the 3rd and 4th 
character 

The cardemo application uses a general-purpose custom validator that 
validates input data against a format pattern that is specified in the custom 
validator tag. This validator is used with the Credit Card Number field and 
the Zip code field. Here is the custom validator tag used with the Zip code 
field:

<cd:format_validator 
  formatPatterns="99999|99999-9999|### ###" /> 

According to this validator, the data entered in the Zip code field must be 
either:

    * A 5-digit number
    * A 9-digit number, with a hyphen between the 5th and 6th digits
    * A 6-character string, consisting of numbers or letters, with a space 
between the 3rd and 4th character
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Example: Custom validator used for zip 
code in customerInfo.jsp (cardemo)

This picture shows using custom validator example of the previous slide.  
When a credit card number that was entered do not fit the format, the 
valudation fails and displays an appropriate error message.
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Steps of  Implementing Validator 
Interface
1.Implement Validator interface 
2.Register error messages with the 

application or queue them onto the 
FacesContext

3.Register the Validator implementation 
4.Create a custom tag or use the validator 

tag if you implemented a Validator interface
5.Reference the validator from the 

component tag

This is the steps you need to follow in order to implement custom validation.

First in step 1, you implement Validator interface.
In step 2,  you create custom error messages, you need to make them available 
at application startup time. You do this by either queuing the message on the 
FacesContext programmatically as described in the next section, or you register 
the messages with your application using the application configuration file.  
We will explain both of them as 2.a and 2.b in this presentation.
In step3, you register your validator implementation.  Then in Step 4, you 
create your own custom tags following the same rules of creating and 
registering custom tags.  And in step5, you can use your custom tags that does 
the validation.
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Step 1: Implemention Class of 
Validator Interface
? validate() method
? a set of accessor methods for any attributes 

on the tag

The Validator implementation must contain a constructor, a set of accessor 
methods for any attributes on the tag, and a validate method, which overrides 
the validate method of the Validator interface.
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Example: validate() method of 
FormatValidator (cardemo)–page1

public void validate(FacesContext context, UIInput component) {
  boolean valid = false;
  String value = null;
  if ((context == null) || (component == null)) {
    throw new NullPointerException();
  }
  if (!(component instanceof UIOutput)) {
    return;
  }
  if ( formatPatternsList == null ) {
    component.setValid(true);
    return;
  }

This method gets the local value of the component and converts it to a 
String. It then iterates over the formatPatternsList list, which is the list of 
acceptable patterns as specified in the formatPatterns attribute of the 
format_validator tag.
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Example: validate() method of 
FormatValidator (cardemo)-page2

  Object input = ((UIOutput)component).getValue();
  if(input != null) {
    value = input.toString();
    //validate the value against the list of valid patterns.
    Iterator patternIt = formatPatternsList.iterator();
    while (patternIt.hasNext()) {
      valid = isFormatValid(
        ((String)patternIt.next()), value);
      if (valid) {
        break;
      }
    }

While iterating over the list, this method checks the pattern of the local value 
against the patterns in the list. If the pattern of the local value does not match 
any pattern in the list, this method: marks the component's local value invalid 
by calling component.setValid(false), generates an error message, and queues 
the error message to the FacesContext so that the message is displayed on the 
page during the Render Response phase.
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Example: validate() method of 
FormatValidator (cardemo)-page3

    if ( valid ) {
      component.setValid(true);
    }   else { 
      component.setValid(false);
      FacesMessage errMsg =
        MessageFactory.getMessage(context,
          FORMAT_INVALID_MESSAGE_ID, 
          (new Object[] {formatPatterns}));
      context.addMessage(component.getClientId(context)), 
        errMsg);
    }
  }
} 

The error messages are retrieved from the Application instance by 
MessageFactory. An application that creates its own custom messages must 
provide a class, like MessageFactory, that retrieves the messages from the 
Application instance. When creating your own application, you can simply 
copy the MessageFactory class from the cardemo application to your 
application.

The getMessage method of MessageFactory takes a FacesContext, a static 
String that represents the key into the Properties file, and the format pattern as 
an Object. The key corresponds to the static message ID in the 
FormatValidator class:

public static final String FORMAT_INVALID_MESSAGE_ID = 
  "cardemo.Format_Invalid";
} 

When the error message is displayed, the format pattern will be substituted for 
the {0} in the error message, which, in English, is:

Input must match one of the following patterns {0} 
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Step 2.a: Register Error 
Messages
? Application instance to be populated with 

the messages contained in the specified 
ResourceBundle

? message-bundle element represents a set 
of localized messages

? locale-config element lists the default locale 
and the other supported locales

This set of elements will cause your Application instance to be populated with 
the messages contained in the specified ResourceBundle.

The message-bundle element represents a set of localized messages. It must 
contain the fully-qualified path to the ResourceBundle containing the localized 
messages, in this case, carstore.bundles.Messages.

The locale-config element lists the default locale and the other supported 
locales. The default locale is specified with the default-locale element. Each 
supported locale is specified with a separate supported-locale element.

The supported-locale and default-locale tags accept the lower-case, two-
character codes as defined by ISO-639. Make sure that your ResourceBundle 
actually contains the messages for the locales that you specify with these tags. 
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Example: Registering Error Messages 
through App. Conf. File (cardemo)

<application>
  <message-bundle>carstore.bundles.Messages</message-bundle>
  <locale-config>
    <default-locale>en</default-locale>
    <supported-locale>de</supported-locale>
    <supported-locale>fr</supported-locale>
    <supported-locale>es</supported-locale>
  </locale-config>
</application>    

Here is the part of the file that registers the error messages for the cardemo 
application:
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Step 2.b: Queuing an Error 
Message
? Instead of registering messages in the 

configuration file, you can queue the 
message on the FacesContext 
programmatically

Instead of registering messages in the configuration file, you can queue the 
message on the FacesContext programmatically.
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Example: Queuing an Error Message 
Programmatically (CoffeeBreak)-page1

...
String message = "";
...
message = CoffeeBreakBean.loadErrorMessage(context,
  CoffeeBreakBean.CB_RESOURCE_BUNDLE_NAME, 
    "EMailError");
context.addMessage(toValidate.getClientId(context),
  new FacesMessage(message, ""));
... 

The validateEmail method does the above.
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Example: Queuing an Error Message 
Programmatically (CoffeeBreak)-page2

public static String loadErrorMessage(FacesContext context, 
  String basename, String key) {
  if ( bundle == null ) { 
    try {
      bundle = ResourceBundle.getBundle(basename, 
        context.getViewRoot().getLocale());
    } catch (Exception e) {
      return null;
    }
  }
  return bundle.getString(key);
} 

The code in previous slide  also call the loadErrorMessage to get the message 
from the ResourceBundle. Here is the loadErrorMessage method from 
CoffeeBreakBean:
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Step 3: Registering the Validator 
Implementation in App. Conf. File 
? Custom validator needs to be available to 

application at startup time 

Just as the message resources need to be made available at application startup 
time, so does the custom validator. If you implemented the Validator interface, 
you need to register this custom validator in the application configuration file.
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Example: Registering Validator 
Implementation
<validator>
  <description>
    Registers the concrete Validator implementation,
    cardemo.FormatValidator with the validator
    identifier, FormatValidator
  </description>
  <validator-id>FormatValidator</validator-id>
  <validator-class>cardemo.FormatValidator</validator-class>
  <attribute>
    <description>
      List of format patterns separated by '|'.  
      The validator compares these patterns against 
      the data entered in a component that has this 
      validator registered on it.
    </description>
    <attribute-name>formatPatterns</attribute-name>
    <attribute-class>java.lang.String</attribute-class>
  </attribute>
</validator> 

The validator-id and validator-class are required subelements. The 
validator-id represents the identifier under which the Validator class 
should be registered. This ID is used by the tag class corresponding to the 
custom validator tag.

The validator-class element represents the fully-qualified class name of 
the Validator class.

The attribute element identifies an attribute associated with the Validator. 
It has required attribute-name and attribute-class subelements. The 
attribute-name element refers to the name of the attribute as it appears in 
the validator tag. The attribute-class element identifies the Java type of the 
value associated with the attribute. 
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Step 4: Create a Custom Tag or 
Use the validator Tag 
? Option1: 

– Specify which validator class to use with the 
validator tag

– The Validator implementation defines its own 
properties

? Option2:
– Create a custom tag that provides attributes for 

configuring the properties of the validator from the 
page

– Use it when you want to allow the page author to 
configure properties on the validator 

If you implemented a Validator interface rather than implementing a backing 
bean that performs the validation, you need to either:

* Specify which validator class to use with the validator tag. The Validator 
implementation defines its own properties
* Create a custom tag that provides attributes for configuring the properties of 
the validator from the page
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Step 4: Option 1 (<f:validator> tag) 

? Nest a <f:validator> tag inside the tag of the 
component whose data needs to be 
validated 

? Set the validator tag's id attribute to the ID 
of the validator that is defined in the 
application configuration file

<h:inputText id="zip" value="#{CustomerBean.zip}" size="10" ... >
  <f:validator validatorId="FormatValidator" />
  ...
</h:inputText> 

If you want to configure the attributes in the Validator implementation rather 
than from the page, you need to nest a f:validator tag inside the tag of the 
component whose data needs to be validated and set the validator tag's id 
attribute to the ID of the validator that is defined in the application 
configuration file:

<h:inputText id="zip" value="#{CustomerBean.zip}"
      size="10" ... >
  <f:validator validatorId="FormatValidator" />
  ...
</h:inputText> 
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Step 4: Option 2 (Creating 
Custom Tag) 
? Steps to follow

1.Write a tag handler to create and register the 
Validator instance on the component

2.Write a TLD to define the tag and its attributes
3.Add the custom tag to the page

If you want to configure the attributes in the Validator implementation rather 
than from the page, you need to nest a f:validator tag inside the tag of the 
component whose data needs to be validated and set the validator tag's id 
attribute to the ID of the validator that is defined in the application 
configuration file:

<h:inputText id="zip" value="#{CustomerBean.zip}"
      size="10" ... >
  <f:validator validatorId="FormatValidator" />
  ...
</h:inputText> 
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sub-step1: Write Tag Handler

? Tag handler must extend the ValidatorTag 
class

– base class for all custom tag handlers that create 
Validator instances 

– register custom tag handlers on a UI component
? Example in CarDemo

– FormatValidatorTag is the class that registers the 
FomatValidator instance

The tag handler associated with a custom validator tag must extend the 
ValidatorTag class. This class is the base class for all custom tag handlers that 
create Validator instances and register them on a UI component. 

The FormatValidatorTag is the class that registers the FomatValidator 
instance.
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Example: FormatValidatorTag (page1)
public class FormatValidatorTag extends ValidatorTag {
    ...
    // Attribute Instance Variables
    protected String formatPatterns = null;
    ...
    public FormatValidatorTag() {
        super();
        super.setValidatorId("FormatValidator");
    }

    public String getFormatPatterns() {
        return formatPatterns;
    }
    public void setFormatPatterns(String fmtPatterns){
       formatPatterns = fmtPatterns;
    }

The FormatValidator tag handler class:

    * Sets the ID of the Validator by calling super.setValidatorId
("FormatValidator").
    * Provides a set of accessor methods for each attribute defined on the 
tag.
    * Implements the createValidator method of the ValidatorTag class. 
This method creates an instance of the Validator and sets the range of 
values accepted by the validator.
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Example: FormatValidatorTag (page2)

    
    protected Validator createValidator() throws JspException{
        FormatValidator result = null;
        result = (FormatValidator) super.createValidator();
        
        result.setFormatPatterns(formatPatterns);
        return result;
    }

} // end of class FormatValidatorTag

 Here is the createValidator method from FormatValidatorTag:

protected Validator createValidator() throws JspException {
  FormatValidator result = null;
  result = (FormatValidator) super.createValidator();
  Assert.assert_it(null != result);
  result.setFormatPatterns(formatPatterns);
  return result;
} 

This method first calls super.createValidator to get a new Validator and 
casts it to FormatValidator. 

Next, the tag handler sets the Validator instance's attribute values to those 
supplied as tag attributes in the page. The handler gets the attribute values 
from the page via the accessor methods that correspond to the attributes.
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sub-step2: Write TLD

? A TLD contains information about a library 
and each tag contained in the library

– carstore.tld defines custom validator tag

The tag handler associated with a custom validator tag must extend the 
ValidatorTag class. This class is the base class for all custom tag handlers that 
create Validator instances and register them on a UI component. 

The FormatValidatorTag is the class that registers the FomatValidator 
instance.
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Example: carstore.tld (page1)
<taglib>

  <!-- ============== Tag Library Description Elements ============= --
>

  <tlib-version>0.03</tlib-version>
  <jsp-version>1.2</jsp-version>
  <short-name>JavaServerFaces Framework Tag Library</short-name>
  <uri>carstoretaglibrary_1.1</uri>
  <description>
    This tag library contains tags used by the CarStore application.
  </description>
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Example: carstore.tld (page2)
  <!-- ===================== ImageMap tags ====================== -->
  <tag>
    <name>format_validator</name>
    <tag-class>carstore.FormatValidatorTag</tag-class>
      <description>Defines the format-validator tag, with the tag-handler class,
        carstore.FormatValidatorTag.  This tag must be nested inside a UI
        component tag.  The value of the UI component whose tag encloses 
        the format_validator tag is validated against the format patterns defined 
        by the formatPatterns attribute.
      </description>
      <attribute>
        <name>formatPatterns</name>
        <required>true</required>
        <rtexprvalue>false</rtexprvalue>
        <description>
            Defines the format patterns to use to validate the data of
            the UI component, whose tag encloses the format_validator tag.
        </description> 
      </attribute>
  </tag>
</taglib>

The custom validator tag for the Credit Card Number and Zip Code fields 
is defined in the cardemo.tld, located in 
<JWSDP_HOME>/jsf/samples/cardemo/web/WEB-INF directory of your 
download bundle. It contains only one tag definition, for format_validator.

The name element defines the name of the tag as it must be used in the 
page. The tag-class element defines the tag handler class. The attribute 
elements define each of the tag's attributes.
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sub-step3: Add Custom Tag to 
JSP Page
? Declare the custom tag library
? Nest the tag within UI component tag

T
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Example: customerInfo.jsp (cardemo) 
<%@ taglib uri="/WEB-INF/cardemo.tld" prefix="cd" %> 

...

<h:inputText id="zip" value="#{CustomerBean.zip}" size="10" 
  required="true">
  <cd:format_validator 
    formatPatterns="99999|99999-9999|### ###" />
</h:inputText>
<h:messages for="zip" /> 

To declare the custom tag library, include a taglib directive at the top of each page 
that will contain the custom validator tags included in the tag library. Here is the 
taglib directive that declares the cardemo tag library:

<%@ taglib uri="/WEB-INF/cardemo.tld" prefix="cd" %> 

The uri attribute value uniquely identifies the tag library. The prefix attribute value 
is used to distinguish tags belonging to the tag library. Here is the format_validator 
tag from the zip tag on Customer.jsp:

<cd:format_validator 
    formatPatterns="99999|99999-9999|## ###" /> 

To register this validator on the zip component (corresponding to the Zip Code field) 
you need to nest the format_validator tag within the zip component tag:

<h:inputText id="zip" value="#{CustomerBean.zip}" size="10" 
  required="true">
  <cd:format_validator 
    formatPatterns="99999|99999-9999|### ###" />
</h:inputText>
<h:messages for="zip" /> 

The messages tag following the zip inputText tag will cause the error messages to 
display next to the component on the page. The for attribute refers to the component 
whose value is being validated.
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Handling Events
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JSF Event & Listener Model
? Similar to JavaBeans event model

– Listener and Event classes that an application can 
use to handle events generated by UI components

– An Event object identifies the component that 
generated the event and stores information about 
the event

– To be notified of an event, an application must 
provide an implementation of the Listener class 
and register it on the component that generates 
the event

– When the user activates a component, such as by 
clicking a button, an event is fired

One goal of the JavaServer Faces specification is to leverage existing models and paradigms 
so that developers can quickly become familiar with using JavaServer Faces in their web 
applications. In this spirit, the JavaServer Faces event and listener model leverages the 
JavaBeans architecture event model design, which is familiar to GUI developers and Web 
Application Developers.

Like the JavaBeans component architecture, JavaServer Faces technology defines Listener 
and Event classes that an application can use to handle events generated by UI components. 
An Event object identifies the component that generated the event and stores information 
about the event. To be notified of an event, an application must provide an implementation 
of the Listener class and register it on the component that generates the event. When the user 
activates a component, such as by clicking a button, an event is fired. This causes the 
JavaServer Faces implementation to invoke the listener method that processes the event.

JavaServer Faces supports three kinds of events: value-change events, action events, and 
data-model events.

A value-change event occurs when the user changes a component value. An example is 
selecting a checkbox, which results in the component's value changing to true. The 
component types that generate these types of events are the UIInput, UISelectOne, 
UISelectMany, and UISelectBoolean components. Value-change events are only fired if no 
validation errors were detected.

An action event occurs when the user clicks a button or a hyperlink. The UICommand 
component generates this event.

A data model event occurs when a new row of a UIData component is selected. 
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Handling Events:
Types of Events
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Three Types of Events
? Action events (ActionEvent)
? Value change events (ValueChangeEvent)
? Phase events (PhaseEvent)

JavaServer Faces technology supports three different kinds of component events: 
action events, value-change events, and data-model events.
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Action Events
? Occur when the user activates a component that 

implements ActionSource
– ex) buttons and hyperlinks

? Represented by the 
javax.faces.event.ActionEvent class

? Either an implementation of the 
javax.faces.event.ActionListener or a method 
that takes an ActionEvent parameter can handle 
action events

? Processed during the “Apply Request Values” 
phase or the “Invoke Application” phase

Action events occur when the user activates a component that implements 
ActionSource. These components include buttons and hyperlinks. These events are 
represented by the javax.faces.event.ActionEvent class. Either an implementation of the 
javax.faces.event.ActionListener or a method that takes an ActionEvent parameter can 
handle action events.

Action events are processed during the Apply Request Values phase or the Invoke 
Application phase.
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Value Change Events
? Result in a change to the local value of a 

component represented by UIInput or one of its 
subclasses

– ex) a value-change event generated by entering a 
value in a text field

? Represented by the 
javax.faces.event.ValueChangeEvent class

? Either an implementation of the 
javax.faces.event.ValueChangeListener or a 
method that takes a ValueChangeEvent 
parameter can handle value-change events

? processed during the “Process Validations” phase

Value-change events result in a change to the local value of a component represented by 
UIInput or one of its subclasses. One example of a value-change event is that generated 
by entering a value in a text field. These events are represented by the 
javax.faces.event.ValueChangeEvent class. Either an implementation of the 
javax.faces.event.ValueChangeListener or a method that takes a ValueChangeEvent 
parameter can handle value-change events.

Value-change events are processed during the Process Validations phase. 
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Handling Events:
Two Different Ways to

Handle Events
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Two Different Ways to Handle Events
? Option1:

– Implement an event listener to handle the event 
? Value change event listener
? Action event listener

– Page author registers a listener on a component by 
nesting a listener tag inside the UI component tag

? Option2:
– Implement a method in a backing bean to handle the 

event 
– Page author refers to the method with a JSF EL 

expression from the appropriate attribute of the 
component

There are two ways to cause your application to react to action events or value-change 
events emitted by a standard component:

* Implement an event listener to handle the event and nest a listener tag inside the 
component tag
* Implement a method of a backing bean to handle the event and refer to the method 
with a JSF EL expression from the appropriate attribute of the component
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Handling Events:
Option1: Implement

a Listener

Here we will talk about implementing both Action listener and value change 
listener.
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Option1: step1: Implementing 
Value-Change Listener
? Implement ValueChangeListener interface

– processValueChange(ValueChangeEvent) method is 
invoked by the JavaServer Faces implementation 
when a ValueChangeEvent occurs

– ValueChangeEvent instance stores the old and the 
new values of the component that fired the event

A ValueChangeListener implementation must include a 
processValueChange(ValueChangeEvent) method.

The processValueChange(ValueChangeEvent) method processes the 
specified ValueChangeEvent and is invoked by the JavaServer Faces 
implementation when the ValueChangeEvent occurs. The 
ValueChangeEvent instance stores the old and the new values of the 
component that fired the event. 
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Example: FirstNameChanged listener  
(cardemo) 
...
public class FirstNameChanged extends Object implements 
  ValueChangeListener {

  public void processValueChange(ValueChangeEvent event)
    throws AbortProcessingException {
    
    if (null != event.getNewValue()) {
      FacesContext.getCurrentInstance().
        getExternalContext().getSessionMap().
          put("firstName", event.getNewValue());
    }
  }
} 

The FirstNameChanged listener implementation is registered on the 
firstName UIInput component on the customerInfo page. This listener 
stores the first name that the user enters into the component's tag into 
session scope. When the finish page is loaded, it displays the first name 
inside the message, "Thanks {0} for using cardemo. Your car will ship 
soon." Here is part of the FirstNameChanged listener implementation:
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Option1: step1: Implementing 
Action Listener
? Implement ActionListener interface

– processAction(ActionEvent) method is invoked by 
the JavaServer Faces implementation when an 
ActionEvent occurs

An ActionListener implementation must include a processAction
(ActionEvent) method.

The processAction(ActionEvent) processes the specified ActionEvent and is 
invoked by the JavaServer Faces implementation when the ActionEvent 
occurs. 
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Example:  LocaleChange Listener
(cardemo) 
...
public class LocaleChange extends Object implements 
  ActionListener {

  public void processAction(ActionEvent event)
    throws AbortProcessingException {
    
    String current = event.getComponent().getId();
    FacesContext context = 
      FacesContext.getCurrentInstance();
    context.getViewRoot().setLocale((Locale) 
      locales.get(current));
    resetMaps();
  } 
} 

The cardemo application does not use any ActionListener 
implementations. Instead, it uses actionListener expressions that point to 
bean methods that handle events. This section explains how to turn one of 
these methods into an ActionListener implementation.

The chooseLocale page allows the user to select a locale for the 
application by clicking on one of a set of hyperlinks. When the user clicks 
one of the hyperlinks, an ActionEvent is generated, and the 
chooseLocaleFromLink(ActionEvent) method of the CarStore bean is 
invoked. Instead of implementing a bean method to handle this event, you 
can create a listener implementation to handle it. To do this, you need to:

    * Move the chooseLocaleFromLink(ActionEvent) method to a class 
that implements ActionListener
    * Rename the method to processAction(ActionEvent)

The listener implementation would look something like above.
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Option1: step2: Register Value-
change listener on a Component 
? Register a ValueChangeListener on a UIInput 

component or a component that extends from 
UIInput by nesting a 
<f:valuechange_listener> tag within the 
component's tag on the page

? “type” attribute specifies the fully-qualified 
class name of the ValueChangeListener 
implementation

A page author can register a ValueChangeListener on a UIInput component 
or a component that extends from UIInput by nesting a valuechange_listener 
tag within the component's tag on the page.

The type attribute of the valuechange_listener tag specifies the fully-
qualified class name of the ValueChangeListener implementation.
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Option1: step2: Register Value-
change listener on a Component 
? After this component tag is processed and 

local values have been validated, the 
component instance represented by this tag 
will automatically queue the 
ValueChangeEvent associated with the 
specified ValueChangeListener to the 
component

? The listener processes the event after the 
phase specified by the getPhaseID method of 
the listener implementation

(read the slide)
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Example: customerInfo.jsp (cardemo) 

<h:inputText  id="firstName" value="#{customer.firstName}" 
  required="true">   
  <f:valueChangeListener type="carstore.FirstNameChanged" />
</h:inputText> 

The FirstNameChanged listener implementation is registered on the 
firstName UIInput component on the customerInfo page. This listener 
stores the first name that the user enters into the component's tag into 
session scope. When the finish page is loaded, it displays the first name 
inside the message, "Thanks {0} for using cardemo. Your car will ship 
soon." Here is part of the FirstNameChanged listener implementation:
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Option1: step2: Register Action 
listener on a Component 
? Register an ActionListener on a UICommand 

component by nesting an <f:action_listener> tag 
within the component's tag on the page

? When the component associated with this tag is 
activated, the component's decode method (or 
its associated Renderer) automatically queues 
the ActionEvent associated with the specified 
ActionListener to the component

? This listener processes the event after the phase 
specified by the getPhaseID method of the 
listener implementation

(read the slide)
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Example: chooseLocale.jsp if it uses 
<f:action_listener> 
<h:command_link id="NAmerica" action="storeFront">
   <f:action_listener type="carstore.LocaleChange" />
</h:command_link> 

Here is one of the command_link tags on the chooseLocale page, changed 
to reference an ActionListener implementation rather than a bean method:
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Handling Events:
Option2: Write a

Backing Bean Method
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Option2: Step 1: Write a Event 
handler method in a Backing Bean 
? Component tags reference the methods on a 

backing bean through special attributes using 
JSF EL expressions

(read the slide)
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Example: Method that handles 
ActionEvent in carstore.java (cardemo) 

public void chooseLocaleFromLink(ActionEvent event) {
  String current = event.getComponent().getId();
  FacesContext context = FacesContext.getCurrentInstance();
  context.getViewRoot().
    setLocale((Locale) locales.get(current));
  resetMaps();
}  

The chooseLocale page of the cardemo application allows the user to 
choose a locale by clicking on a link. The clicking of the link generates an 
ActionEvent. Here is the method that handles this ActionEvent:
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Option2: Step 2: Refer to the method 
with a JSF EL Expression 

? Use the tag's actionListener attribute
– Can only be used with the tags of components that 

are UICommand components or that implement 
ActionSource

(read the slide)
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Example: Refer to the ActionEvent Handler 
Method in chooseLocale.jsp (cardemo) 

<h:command_link id="NAmerica" action="storeFront" 
  actionListener="#{carstore.chooseLocaleFromLink}"> 

The chooseLocale page of the cardemo application allows the user to 
choose a locale by clicking on a link. The clicking of the link generates an 
ActionEvent. Here is the method that handles this ActionEvent:
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Example: Refer to the ValueChangeEvent 
Handler Method in FirstNameChanged.java  

<h:inputText  id="firstName" value="#{customer.firstName}" 
  required="true" 
  valueChangeListener="#{carstore.FirstNameChanged}" /> 

To reference the backing bean method (described in the previous section) 
from the component tag, you need to use the tag's valueChangeListener 
attribute, as shown in the firstName tag from the customerInfo page, 
changed to refer to the backing bean method rather than the listener 
implementation:

<h:inputText  id="firstName" value="#{customer.firstName}" 
  required="true" 
  valueChangeListener="#{carstore.FirstNameChanged}" /> 

The valueChangeListener attribute can only be used with the tags of 
UIInput components and components that extend UIInput. 
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Performing Data
Conversions
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Sub-Topics 

? Conversion overview
? Using standard convertors
? Creating and using custom convertors 

These are sub-topics for data conversion.
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Performing Data 
Conversions:

Conversion Overview
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Two Different Viewpoints of 
Underlying Data
? Model view

– Data is represented as native Java types, such as 
java.util.Date or java.util.Number

? Presentation view
– Data is represented in a manner that can be read or 

modified by the user
– (Example) a java.util.Date might be represented as a 

text string in the format mm/dd/yy or as a set of three 
text strings

? Typical Web application deals with both

A typical Web application must deal with two different viewpoints of the 
underlying data being manipulated by the user interface:

* The model view, in which data is represented as native Java types, such as 
java.util.Date or java.util.Number.
* The presentation view, in which data is represented in a manner that can be 
read or modified by the user. For example, a java.util.Date might be 
represented as a text string in the format mm/dd/yy or as a set of three text 
strings.
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Role of Converter

? Converter converts the data between the two 
views

– Model view to presentation view
– Presentation view to model view

? Types of converters
– Standard converters supplied with a JSF 

implementation 
– Custom converters

The Converter converts the data between the two views. You can either use 
the standard converters supplied with the JavaServer Faces implementation 
or create your own custom Converter. 
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Performing Data 
Conversions:

Using Standard Converters
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Automatic Conversion by JSF 
Implementation
? JSF implementation automatically converts 

component data between the two views when 
the bean property associated with the 
component is of one of the supported types

? Example
– If a UISelectBoolean component is associated with a 

bean property of type java.lang.Boolean, the JSF 
implementation will automatically convert the data 
from String to Boolean

The JavaServer Faces implementation automatically converts component 
data between these two views when the bean property associated with the 
component is of one of the supported types. For example, if a 
UISelectBoolean component is associated with a bean property of type 
java.lang.Boolean, the JavaServer Faces implementation will automatically 
convert the data from String to Boolean. In addition, some components must 
be bound to properties of a particular type. For example, a UISelectBoolean 
component must be bound to a property of type boolean or 
java.lang.Boolean.
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Standard Converters 
? BigDecimalConverter
? BigIntegerConverter
? BooleanConverter
? ByteConverter
? CharacterConverter
? DateTimeConverter (has its own tag)
? DoubleConverter
? FloatConverter
? IntegerConverter
? LongConverter
? NumberConverter (has its own tag)
? ShortConverter

The JavaServer Faces implementation provides a set of built-in Converter 
implementations that you can use to convert your component data. These 
standard Converter implementations, located in the javax.faces.convert 
package are listed above.

Two of these standard converters (the DateTimeConverter and the 
NumberConverter) each have their own tags, which allow you to configure 
the format of the component data by configuring the tag attributes.
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Three Ways to Use Standard 
Converters
? Option1: 

– You can make sure that the component that uses the 
Converter is bound to a backing bean property of the 
same type as the Converter

? Option2: 
– You can refer to the Converter by class using the 

component tag's “converter” attribute
? Option3: 

– You can refer to the Converter by its “converterId” 
attribute using the <f:converter> tag

You can use the Converter implementations in one of three ways: You can 
make sure that the component that uses the Converter is bound to a backing 
bean property of the same type as the Converter, or you can refer to the 
Converter by class using the component tag's converter attribute, or you can 
refer to the Converter by its converterId using the f:converter tag. The latter 
two will convert the component's local value. 
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Option1: Bind UI Component to 
Backing Bean Property
? If you want a component's data to be 

converted to an Integer, you can bind the 
component to a property 

? Example
Integer age = 0;
public Integer getAge(){ return age;}

public void setAge(Integer age) {this.age = age;} 

For example, if you want a component's data to be converted to an Integer, 
you can bind the component to a property similar to this:

Integer age = 0;
public Integer getAge(){ return age;}
public void setAge(Integer age) {this.age = age;} 
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Option2: Use “converter” attribute 
on the UI Component 
? If the component is not bound to a bean 

property, you can use the converter attribute 
on the component tag

? Example
<h:inputText value="#{LoginBean.Age}"
  converter="javax.faces.convert.IntegerConverter” /> 

Alternatively, if the component is not bound to a bean property, you can use 
the converter attribute on the component tag:

<h:inputText value="#{LoginBean.Age}"
  converter="javax.faces.convert.IntegerConverter /> 

The data corresponding to this tag will be converted to a java.lang.Integer. 
Notice that the Integer type is already a supported type of the 
NumberConverter. If you don't need to specify any formatting instructions 
with the convert_number tag attributes, and one of the other converters will 
suffice, you can simply reference that converter with the component tag's 
converter attribute. 
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Option3: Use <f:converter> Tag 
with ConverterId Attribute
? Nest an f:converter tag within the component 

tag and refer to the Converter's ID with the 
<f:converter> tag's “converterId” attribute

? The ID must match the ID in the application 
configuration file

? Example
<h:inputText value="#{LoginBean.Age}" />

  <f:converter converterId="Integer" />

</h:inputText> 

Finally, you can nest an <f:converter> tag within the component tag and 
refer to the Converter's ID with the <f:converter> tag's converterId attribute. 
The ID must match the ID in the application configuration file. Here is an 
example:

<h:inputText value="#{LoginBean.Age}" />
  <f:converter converterId="Integer" />
</h:inputText> 
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Performing Data 
Conversions:

Custom Convertors
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When to Create/Use Custom 
Convertors? 
? When you want to convert a component's 

data to a type other than a standard type
? When you want to convert the format of the 

data
– CreditCardConverter in cardemo sample application 

accepts a Credit Card Number of type String and 
strips blanks and "-" if any from it. 

– It also formats the CreditCardNumber such a blank 
space separates every four characters

Sometimes you might want to convert a component's data to a type other 
than a standard type, or you might want to convert the format of the data. To 
facilitate this, JavaServer Faces technology allows you to register a 
Converter implementation on UIOutput components and components whose 
classes subclass UIOutput.
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   CreditCardConverter in CarDemo

Here is an example of custom converter.  Here the custom converter will 
convert data entered, for example, space delimited credit card number, into a 
form in which 4 digits are delimited with a “-”.
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Steps for Creating/Using Custom 
Converter
1.Implement the Converter interface
2.Register the Converter with the application
3.Use the Converter in the page

To create and use a custom Converter, you need to perform these steps:

   1. Implement the Converter interface
   2. Register the Converter with the application
   3. Use the Converter in the page
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Step1: Implement Converter 
Interface
? All custom converters must implement the 

Converter interface
– define how to convert data both ways between the 

two views of the data
? Presentation view to Model view

– getAsObject(FacesContext, UIComponent, String) 
? Model view to Presentation view

– getAsString(FacesContext, UIComponent, Object)

All custom converters must implement the Converter interface. This 
implementation--at a minimum--must define how to convert data both ways 
between the two views of the data.

To define how the data is converted from the presentation view to the model 
view, the Converter implementation must implement the getAsObject
(FacesContext, UIComponent, String) method from the Converter interface.

To define how the data is converted from the model view to the presentation 
view, the Converter implementation must implement the getAsString
(FacesContext, UIComponent, Object) method from the Converter interface. 
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How getAsObject() method Gets 
Called
? During the Apply Request Values phase, 

when the components' decode methods are 
processed, JSP implementation looks up the 
component's local value in the request and 
calls the getAsObject() method

– When calling this method, JSF implementation 
passes in the current FacesContext, the component 
whose data needs conversion, and the local value as 
a String. 

During the Apply Request Values phase, when the components' decode 
methods are processed, the JavaServer Faces implementation looks up the 
component's local value in the request and calls the getAsObject method. 
When calling this method, the JavaServer Faces implementation passes in 
the current FacesContext, the component whose data needs conversion, and 
the local value as a String. The method then writes the local value to a 
character array, trims the dashes and blanks, adds the rest of the characters to 
a String, and returns the String. 
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Example: getAsObject() in 
CreditCardConverter (cardemo)
public Object getAsObject(FacesContext context, 
    UIComponent component, String newValue) 
      throws ConverterException {
  String convertedValue = null;
  if ( newValue == null ) {
    return newValue;
  }
  convertedValue = newValue.trim();
  if ( ((convertedValue.indexOf("-")) != -1) || 
    ((convertedValue.indexOf(" ")) != -1)) {
    char[] input = convertedValue.toCharArray();
    StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer(50);
    for ( int i = 0; i < input.length; ++i ) {
      if ( input[i] == '-' || input[i] == ' '  ) {
        continue;
      } else {
        buffer.append(input[i]);
      }
    }
    convertedValue = buffer.toString();
  }
  return convertedValue;
} 

The cardemo application uses a custom Converter, called 
CreditCardConverter, to convert the data entered in the Credit Card 
Number field. It strips blanks and dashes from the text string and formats 
the text string so that a blank space separates every four characters. 

Here is the implementation of getAsObject() method  from 
CreditCardConverter class.
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How getAsString() method Gets 
Called
? During the Render Response phase, in which 

the components' encode methods are called, 
JSF implementation calls the getAsString() 
method in order to generate the appropriate 
output

– When JSF implementation calls this method, it 
passes in the current FacesContext, the 
UIComponent whose value needs to be converted, 
and the bean value to be converted

(read the slide)
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Example: getAsString() in 
CreditCardConverter (cardemo)

public String getAsString(FacesContext context, 
  UIComponent component,Object value) 
    throws ConverterException {
  String inputVal = null;
  if ( value == null ) { return null;}
  try {
    inputVal = (String)value;
  } catch (ClassCastException ce) {
    throw new ConverterException(Util.getExceptionMessage(
      Util.CONVERSION_ERROR_MESSAGE_ID));
    }
    char[] input = inputVal.toCharArray(); 
    StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer(50);
    for ( int i = 0; i < input.length; ++i ) {
      if ( (i % 4) == 0 && i != 0) {
        if (input[i] != ' ' || input[i] != '-'){
          buffer.append(" "); 
        } else if (input[i] == '-') {
            buffer.append(" "); 
        } 
      }
      buffer.append(input[i]);
    } 
    String convertedValue = buffer.toString();
    return convertedValue;
  } 

Here is the implementation of getAsString() method from 
CreditCardConverter class.
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Step2: Register Converter  

? All custom converters must be registered with 
application

– via <converter> in App. Conf. File

All custom converters must implement the Converter interface. This 
implementation--at a minimum--must define how to convert data both ways 
between the two views of the data.

To define how the data is converted from the presentation view to the model 
view, the Converter implementation must implement the getAsObject
(FacesContext, UIComponent, String) method from the Converter interface.

To define how the data is converted from the model view to the presentation 
view, the Converter implementation must implement the getAsString
(FacesContext, UIComponent, Object) method from the Converter interface. 
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Example:  CreditCardConverter in 
App. Conf. File (cardemo)
<converter>
  <description>
    Registers the concrete Converter implementation,
    cardemo.CreditCardConverter using the ID, 
    creditcard.
  </description>
  <converter-id>creditcard</converter-id>
  <converter-class>
    cardemo.CreditCardConverter
  </converter-class>
</converter> 

The converter element represents a Converter implementation. The 
converter element contains required converter-id and converter-class 
elements.

The converter-id element identifies an ID that is used by the converter 
attribute of a UI component tag to apply the converter to the component's 
data.

The converter-class element identifies the Converter implementation. 
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Step3: Use the Converter in the 
Page
? Set the “converter” attribute of the 

component's tag to the Converter 
implementation's identifier

All custom converters must implement the Converter interface. This 
implementation--at a minimum--must define how to convert data both ways 
between the two views of the data.

To define how the data is converted from the presentation view to the model 
view, the Converter implementation must implement the getAsObject
(FacesContext, UIComponent, String) method from the Converter interface.

To define how the data is converted from the model view to the presentation 
view, the Converter implementation must implement the getAsString
(FacesContext, UIComponent, Object) method from the Converter interface. 
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Example:  Customer.jsp (cardemo)

<h:inputText id="ccno" size="16"
  converter="#{creditcard}" >
  ...
</h:inputText> 

The identifier for the CreditCardConverter is creditcard. The 
CreditCardConverter is attached to the ccno component, as shown in this 
tag from the Customer.jsp page:

<h:inputText id="ccno" size="16"
  converter="#{creditcard}" >
  ...
</h:inputText> 

By setting the converter attribute of a component's tag to the identifier of a 
Converter, you cause that component's local value to be automatically 
converted according to the rules specified in the Converter.

A page author can use the same custom Converter for any similar 
component by simply supplying the Converter implementation's identifier 
to the converter attribute of the component's tag. 
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Navigating Between
Pages
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Sub-Topics 

? What is navigation?
? How does navigation work?
? Navigation rules defined in App. Conf. File 

(faces-config.xml)

These are the sub-topics of navigation.
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Navigating Between Pages:
What is a Navigation?
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What is a Navigation?  

? Navigation is a set of rules for choosing the 
next page to be displayed after a button or 
hyperlink is clicked

? The selection of the next page is determined 
by:

– The page that is currently displayed
– The action method invoked by the action property of 

the component that generated the event
– An outcome string that was returned by the action 

method or passed from the component

Navigation is a set of rules for choosing the next page to be displayed after a 
button or hyperlink is clicked. The selection of the next page is determined 
by:

    * The page that is currently displayed
    * The action method invoked by the action property of the component that 
generated the event.
    * An outcome string that was returned by the action method or passed 
from the component.

A single navigation rule defines how to navigate from one particular page to 
any number of other pages in an application. The JavaServer Faces 
implementation chooses the proper navigation rule according to what page is 
currently displayed.

Once the proper navigation rule is selected, the choice of which page to 
access next from the current page depends on the action method that was 
invoked and the outcome that was returned.

The component either specifies an outcome or refers to an action method by 
using its action property. The method performs some processing and returns 
a particular outcome string. 
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Example:  

<navigation-rule>
  <from-view-id>/logon.jsp</from-view-id>
  <navigation-case>
    <from-action>#{LogonForm.logon}</from-action>
    <from-outcome>success</from-outcome>
    <to-view-id>/storefront.jsp</to-view-id>
  </navigation-case>
  <navigation-case>
    <from-action>#{LogonForm.logon}</from-action>
    <from-outcome>failure</from-outcome>
    <to-view-id>/logon.jsp</to-view-id>
    </navigation-case>
</navigation-rule> 

Usually, the action method performs some processing on the form data of 
the current page. For example, the method might check if the username 
and password entered in the form match the username and password on 
file. If they match, the method returns the outcome "success". Otherwise, 
it returns the outcome "failure". As this example demonstrates, both the 
method used to process the action and the outcome returned are necessary 
to determine the proper page to access.

Above is a navigation rule that could be used with the example described 
in the previous paragraph: 

This navigation rule defines the possible ways to navigate from logon.jsp. 
Each navigation-case element defines one possible navigation path from 
logon.jsp. The first navigation-case says that if LogonForm.logon returns 
an outcome of "success", storefront.jsp will be accessed. The second 
navigation-case says that logon.jsp will be re-rendered if 
LogonForm.logon returns "failure".
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Navigating Between Pages:
How Does Navigation 

Work?
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What is Navigation Model?

? A JSF page is represented by a component 
tree, called a view, which is comprised of all 
of the components on a page

? To load another page, the JSF 
implementation accesses a component tree 
identifier and stores the tree in the 
FacesContext

? The navigation model determines how this 
tree is selected

Navigation is a set of rules for choosing the next page to be displayed after a 
button or hyperlink is clicked. The selection of the next page is determined 
by:

    * The page that is currently displayed
    * The action method invoked by the action property of the component that 
generated the event.
    * An outcome string that was returned by the action method or passed 
from the component.

A single navigation rule defines how to navigate from one particular page to 
any number of other pages in an application. The JavaServer Faces 
implementation chooses the proper navigation rule according to what page is 
currently displayed.

Once the proper navigation rule is selected, the choice of which page to 
access next from the current page depends on the action method that was 
invoked and the outcome that was returned.

The component either specifies an outcome or refers to an action method by 
using its action property. The method performs some processing and returns 
a particular outcome string. 
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How Does It Work? (page 1)

1.When one of the components is activated--
such as by a button click--an ActionEvent is 
emitted

– Any components implementing ActionSource (such 
as UICommand) in the tree are automatically 
registered with the default ActionListener

2.If the Invoke Application phase is reached, 
the default ActionListener handles this event

Navigation is a set of rules for choosing the next page to be displayed after a 
button or hyperlink is clicked. The selection of the next page is determined 
by:

    * The page that is currently displayed
    * The action method invoked by the action property of the component that 
generated the event.
    * An outcome string that was returned by the action method or passed 
from the component.

A single navigation rule defines how to navigate from one particular page to 
any number of other pages in an application. The JavaServer Faces 
implementation chooses the proper navigation rule according to what page is 
currently displayed.

Once the proper navigation rule is selected, the choice of which page to 
access next from the current page depends on the action method that was 
invoked and the outcome that was returned.

The component either specifies an outcome or refers to an action method by 
using its action property. The method performs some processing and returns 
a particular outcome string. 
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How Does It Work? (page 2)

3.The ActionListener retrieves an outcome--
such as "success" or "failure"--from the 
component generating the event

– The component either literally specifies an outcome 
or refers to an action method with its action property

– The action method performs some processing and 
returns a particular outcome string

4.After receiving the outcome string, the 
ActionListener passes it to the default 
NavigationHandler

Navigation is a set of rules for choosing the next page to be displayed after a 
button or hyperlink is clicked. The selection of the next page is determined 
by:

    * The page that is currently displayed
    * The action method invoked by the action property of the component that 
generated the event.
    * An outcome string that was returned by the action method or passed 
from the component.

A single navigation rule defines how to navigate from one particular page to 
any number of other pages in an application. The JavaServer Faces 
implementation chooses the proper navigation rule according to what page is 
currently displayed.

Once the proper navigation rule is selected, the choice of which page to 
access next from the current page depends on the action method that was 
invoked and the outcome that was returned.

The component either specifies an outcome or refers to an action method by 
using its action property. The method performs some processing and returns 
a particular outcome string. 
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How Does It Work? (page 3)

5.Based on the outcome, the currently 
displayed page, and the action method that 
was invoked, the NavigationHandler selects 
the appropriate component tree by consulting 
the application configuration file (faces-
config.xml)

Navigation is a set of rules for choosing the next page to be displayed after a 
button or hyperlink is clicked. The selection of the next page is determined 
by:

    * The page that is currently displayed
    * The action method invoked by the action property of the component that 
generated the event.
    * An outcome string that was returned by the action method or passed 
from the component.

A single navigation rule defines how to navigate from one particular page to 
any number of other pages in an application. The JavaServer Faces 
implementation chooses the proper navigation rule according to what page is 
currently displayed.

Once the proper navigation rule is selected, the choice of which page to 
access next from the current page depends on the action method that was 
invoked and the outcome that was returned.

The component either specifies an outcome or refers to an action method by 
using its action property. The method performs some processing and returns 
a particular outcome string. 
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Navigating Between Pages:
Navigation Rules Defined

in faces-config.xml
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Example: Navigate from /logon.jsp based 
on outcome of #{LogonForm.logon}

<navigation-rule>
  <from-view-id>/logon.jsp</from-view-id>
  <navigation-case>
    <from-action>#{LogonForm.logon}</from-action>
    <from-outcome>success</from-outcome>
    <to-view-id>/storefront.jsp</to-view-id>
  </navigation-case>
  <navigation-case>
    <from-action>#{LogonForm.logon}</from-action>
    <from-outcome>failure</from-outcome>
    <to-view-id>/logon.jsp</to-view-id>
    </navigation-case>
</navigation-rule> 

An application's navigation configuration consists of a set of navigation 
rules. Each rule is defined by the navigation-rule element in the faces-
config.xml file.

The above defines  two example navigation rules.  The first navigation 
rule in this example says that the application will navigate from more.jsp 
to:

    * buy.jsp if the item ordered is in stock.
    * outofstock.jsp if the item is out of stock.

The second navigation rule says that the application will navigate from 
any page to error.jsp if the application encountered an error. 
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<navigation-rule> Element 

? Each <navigation-rule> element corresponds to 
one component tree identifier, defined by the 
optional <from-view-id> element

– Each rule defines all the possible ways to navigate 
from one particular page in the application

– If there is no <from-view-id> element, the navigation 
rules defined in the <navigation-rule> element apply 
to all the pages in the application

– The <from-view-id> element also allows wildcard 
matching patterns

? <from-view-id>/cars/*</from-view-id> 

Each navigation-rule element corresponds to one component tree identifier, 
defined by the optional from-view-id element. This means that each rule 
defines all the possible ways to navigate from one particular page in the 
application. If there is no from-view-id element, the navigation rules defined 
in the navigation-rule element apply to all the pages in the application. The 
from-view-id element also allows wildcard matching patterns. For example, 
this from-view-id element says the navigation rule applies to all the pages in 
the cars directory:

<from-view-id>/cars/*</from-view-id> 
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<navigation-case> Element and its 
Child Elements 
? <navigation-case> element defines a set 

of matching criteria
– navigation criteria are defined by optional      

<from-outcome> and <from-action> elements
? <from-outcome> element defines a logical 

outcome, such as "success"
? <from-action> element refers to an action 

method that returns a String, which is the 
logical outcome

As shown in the example navigation rule, a navigation-rule element can 
contain zero or more navigation-case elements. The navigation-case element 
defines a set of matching criteria. When these criteria are satisfied, the 
application will navigate to the page defined by the to-view-id element 
contained in the same navigation-case element.

The navigation criteria are defined by optional from-outcome and from-
action elements. 

The from-outcome element defines a logical outcome, such as "success". 
The from-action element refers to an action method that returns a String, 
which is the logical outcome. The method performs some logic to determine 
the outcome and returns the outcome.
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Performing Localization
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Sub-Topics 

? Localizing static data
? Localizing dynamic data
? Localizing messages

(read the slide)
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Performing Localization:
Localizing Static Data
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Steps for Localizing Static Data

1.Create a ResourceBundle
2.Reference the bundle from the page
3.Reference the localized message located 

within the bundle

Static data can be localized using the f:loadBundle tag, defined in 
jsf_core.tld, by following these steps:

   1. Create a ResourceBundle
   2. Reference the bundle from the page
   3. Reference the localized message located within the bundle
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Step1: Create a ResourceBundle 

? A ResourceBundle contains a set of 
localized message

? Put it in the same directory as your 
classes

? Example
– Much of the data for cardemo is stored in a 

ResourceBundle called Resources

As shown in the example navigation rule, a navigation-rule element can 
contain zero or more navigation-case elements. The navigation-case element 
defines a set of matching criteria. When these criteria are satisfied, the 
application will navigate to the page defined by the to-view-id element 
contained in the same navigation-case element.

The navigation criteria are defined by optional from-outcome and from-
action elements. 

The from-outcome element defines a logical outcome, such as "success". 
The from-action element refers to an action method that returns a String, 
which is the logical outcome. The method performs some logic to determine 
the outcome and returns the outcome.
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Step2: Reference the Bundle from 
the Page 
? A page has to reference the 

ResourceBundle using an <f:loadBundle> 
tag

? Example
<f:loadBundle 
  basename="carstore.bundles.Resources" var="bundle"/> 

In order for a JavaServer Faces page to use the localized messages contained 
in a ResourceBundle, it must reference the ResourceBundle using an 
f:loadBundle tag.

The f:loadBundle tag from customerInfo.jsp is:

<f:loadBundle 
  basename="carstore.bundles.Resources" var="bundle"/> 

The basename attribute value refers to the ResourceBundle, located in the 
cardemo package. Make sure the basename attribute specifies the fully 
qualified class name of the file.

The var attribute is an alias to the ResourceBundle. This alias can be used by 
other tags in the page in order to access the localized messages. 
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Example: Resources.properties 
(cardemo)  
moreButton=More
chooseLocale=Choose Your Preferred Locale From the Map
chooseCar=Which car would you like to buy?
carDetails=Here are the details for your car.
basePriceLabel=Base Price
yourPriceLabel=Your Price 
OptionsPackages=Options and Packages
Package=Package
Custom=Custom
Deluxe=Deluxe
Engine=Engine
Brakes=Brakes
...
customerTitle=Please fill in your name and address.
...

An application's navigation configuration consists of a set of navigation 
rules. Each rule is defined by the navigation-rule element in the faces-
config.xml file.

The above defines  two example navigation rules.  The first navigation 
rule in this example says that the application will navigate from more.jsp 
to:

    * buy.jsp if the item ordered is in stock.
    * outofstock.jsp if the item is out of stock.

The second navigation rule says that the application will navigate from 
any page to error.jsp if the application encountered an error. 
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Step3: Reference the Localized 
Messages
? Use value reference expression from an 

attribute of the component tag that will 
display the localized data

? value reference expression has the 
notation "var.message"

– var matches the var attribute of the f:loadBundle 
tag 

– message matches the key of the message 
contained in the ResourceBundle referred to by 
the var attribute

To reference a localized message from a ResourceBundle, you use a value 
reference expression from an attribute of the component tag that will display 
the localized data. You can reference the message from any component tag 
attribute that supports the value binding language.

The value reference expression has the notation "var.message", in which var 
matches the var attribute of the f:loadBundle tag and message matches the 
key of the message contained in the ResourceBundle referred to by the var 
attribute.
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Examples:

<h:outputText value="#{bundle.customerTitle}" /> 

<h:graphicImage id="mapImage" url="/images/world.jpg" 
  alt="#{bundle.chooseLocale}"
  usemap="#worldMap" /> 

Here is an example from customerInfo:

<h:outputText value="#{bundle.customerTitle}" /> 

Notice that bundle matches the var attribute from the f:loadBundle tag and 
customerTitle matches the key in the ResourceBundle.

Another example is the graphic_image tag from chooseLocale:

<h:graphic_image id="mapImage" url="/images/world.jpg" 
  alt="#{bundle.chooseLocale}"
  usemap="#worldMap" /> 

The alt attribute is value binding-enabled, which means it can use value 
reference expressions. In this case, the alt attribute refers to localized text, 
which will be included in the alt text of the image rendered by this tag. 
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Performing Localization:
Localizing Dynamic Data
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When You Localize Dynamic Data? 

? Some data is set dynamically in 
JavaBeans classes

– Because of this, the beans must load the 
localized data themselves (the data can't be 
loaded from the page)

As shown in the example navigation rule, a navigation-rule element can 
contain zero or more navigation-case elements. The navigation-case element 
defines a set of matching criteria. When these criteria are satisfied, the 
application will navigate to the page defined by the to-view-id element 
contained in the same navigation-case element.

The navigation criteria are defined by optional from-outcome and from-
action elements. 

The from-outcome element defines a logical outcome, such as "success". 
The from-action element refers to an action method that returns a String, 
which is the logical outcome. The method performs some logic to determine 
the outcome and returns the outcome.
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Example: CustomerBean class (cardemo)
public Collection getTitleOptions() {
  if (null == titleOptions) {
    titleOptions = new ArrayList();
    ResourceBundle rb =
      ResourceBundle.getBundle("carstore.bundles.Resources", 
        (FacesContext.    getCurrentInstance().
          getViewRoot().getLocale()));
    String titleStr = (String)rb.getObject("mrLabel");
    titleOptions.add(
      new SelectItem(titleStr, titleStr, titleStr));
    titleStr = (String)rb.getObject("mrsLabel");
    titleOptions.add(
      new SelectItem(titleStr, titleStr, titleStr));
    titleStr = (String)rb.getObject("msLabel");
    titleOptions.add(
      new SelectItem(titleStr, titleStr, titleStr));
  }
  return titleOptions;
} 

One example of dynamically-loaded data includes the data associated with a 
UISelectOne component. The titleOptions component on the customerInfo 
page is a UISelectOne component that holds data that needs to be localized. 
When the locale is set to english, this component displays the values Mr., 
Ms., Mrs.

In the CustomerBean, the localized titles are loaded with the getTitleOptions 
method. Here is the getTitleOptions method: 

This method gets the current locale from the UIViewRoot of the current 
request and loads the localized data for the titles using the getBundle 
method, passing in the path to the ResourceBundle and the current locale. A 
SelectItem instance is created with a localized string and is loaded into an 
ArrayList. The titleOptions component tag references the titleOptions 
property, thus displaying the returned list of localized title strings.
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Rendering
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 Passion!
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